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Egyptian Star Flower Stool 
What You’ll Need 
1 ball each of 5 colours in Scheepjes Catona Denim.  You 

can skip Colour E if you like; you won’t be using much of it.  I 

never skip – I can always find a use for it! 

Colour A: pink 135 

Colour B: beige 102 

Colour C: blue 153 

Colour D: yellow 120 

Colour E: brown 172 

A small stool which can be bought from Action, Xenos or 

Leen Bakker in the Netherlands, or even check out 

vordeelmuis.nl for a bunch of options on loads of different 

websites.  Outside, I’m sure you can find a similar substitute 

without too much trouble. If you’re from outside the 

Netherlands and can’t find this exact stool (although it’s 

mass-produced, so there should be versions everywhere), the 

top is 28cm across and 90cm around, by 13cm high (the 

cushion, without the legs). 

3mm hook 

Scissors 

Stitches 
Note: All stitches are in US terms. 

MR - Magic Ring 

CH – Chain Stitch 

SS – Slip Stitch 

HDC – Half Double Crochet 

INC – Half Double Crochet Increase (2 half double crochet stitches into one stitch) 

DEC – Half Double Crochet Decrease (2 half double crochet together) 

3LHDC – 3rd Loop Half Double Crochet.  This is a very cool stitch where you crochet into the 

loop behind and beneath the top stitches in your half double crochet stitches.  It’s a stitch unique 

to the HDC and can create a really beautiful knit-look when working in the round.  You can find a 

tutorial for the stitch here. 

http://www.xenos.nl/poefen-en-krukjes
http://www.leenbakker.nl/banken-en-stoelen/krukjes
http://crochetkitten.blogspot.nl/2012/11/crochet-stockinette.html
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Notes 
This design uses the tapestry crochet method, meaning that we will be using two colours in one 

row.  So, we will be carrying one colour while we work in another. We will be working in a circle, 

but will be joining at the end of each round, so each round will end with a slip stitch and a chain 

2. 

To make the pattern shorter, I will abbreviate the colours with the stitches, for example: A-

HDCx2 means using colour A, half double crochet into the next two stitches.  B-INC means 

using colour B, increase (2 half double crochet into the same stitch). 

We will be using a ten stitch repeat, so each round should have a multiple of ten.  Each round 

will increase by 10 stitches. When you see instructions inside *…* it means that you should 

repeat that set of instructions the specified amount of time.  For example: *INC in the next, HDC 

into the next 2 stitches*.  Repeat 9x. 
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Krukje 
1. Using Colour A, create a MR, CH1, HDC x 9, SS to join, CH2.  

2. A-2HDC (increase) into each stitch around, SS to join, CH2.  

3. A-INC, 1HDC in the next.  Repeat 9x, SS to join.  Tie off, cut yarn. 

4.  Join Colour B, CH2, *INC in the next, HDC into the next 2 stitches.* Repeat 9x, but in 

the last set of repeats only HDC into 1 stitch.  The last stitch of the round is the CH you 

made at the beginning.  SS to the top of the CH2, tie off and cut yarn. 

5. Join Colour C, *INC in the next, HDC into the next 3 

stitches.* Repeat 9x but in the last set of repeats only 

HDC into 1 stitch.  The last stitch of the round is the CH 

you made at the beginning.  SS to the top of the CH2, tie 

off and cut yarn. 

6. Join Colour D, *INC in the next, HDC into the next 4 

stitches.* Repeat 9x but in the last set of repeats only 

HDC into 1 stitch.  The last stitch of the round is the CH 

you made at the beginning.  SS to the top of the CH2. 

7. D-* INC in the next, HDC into the next 5 stitches.* Repeat 9x but in the last set of repeats 

only HDC into 1 stitch.  The last stitch of the round is the CH you made at the beginning.  

SS to the top of the CH2.  Tie off and cut yarn. 

8. Join Colour E, *INC in the next, HDC into the next 6 stitches.* Repeat 9x but in the last 

set of repeats only HDC into 1 stitch.  The last stitch of the round is the CH you made at 

the beginning.  SS to the top of the CH2, tie off and cut yarn. 

9. Join Colour A, *INC in the next, HDC into the next 7 stitches.* Repeat 9x but in the last 

set of repeats only HDC into 1 stitch.  The last stitch of the round is the CH you made at 

the beginning.  SS to the top of the CH2. 

Note:  Now we will work with Colour B as the primary colour and Colour A will be used to 

make the petals.  You will need to carry Colour A along in you stitches with Colour B. 

10. Join Colour B, CH2, and HDC into the next 6. With Colour A, increase into the next stitch. 

*B-HDCx8, A-INC.* Repeat 8x, B-HDCx2, SS to join, CH2. 

11. B-INC, HDCx4, A-HDC, B-HDC, A-HDC, *B-HDCx2, INC, HDCx4, A-HDC, B-HDC, A-

HDC.* Repeat 8x, B-HDC, SS to join, CH2. 

12. B-HDCx4, INC, A-HDC, B-HDCx2, A-HDC, *B-HDCx6, INC, A-HDC, B-HDCx2, A-HDC.* 

Repeat 8x, B-HDC, SS to join, CH2. 
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13. B-HDCx2, INC, HDCx3, A-HDC, B-HDCx3, A-HDC, *B-HDC, x 3, INC, HDCx3, A-HDC, 

B-HDCx3, A-HDC.* Repeat 8x, B-HDC, SS to join, CH2. 

Now we will start adding some shape to the petal by adding our increases alongside the 

second set of Colour A stitches. 

 

 

14. B-HDC, A-HDC, B-HDCx3, INC, A-HDC, *B-HDCx7, A-HDC, B-HDCx3, A-HDC.* Repeat 

8x, B-HDC, SS to join, CH2. 

15. B-HDCx5, A-HDC, B-HDCx5, INC, A-HDC, *B-HDCx6, A-HDC, B-HDCx5, INC, A-HDC.* 

Repeat 8x, B-HDC, SS to join, CH2. 

16. B-HDCx4, A-HDC, B-HDCx7, INC A-HDC, *B-HDCx5 A-HDC, B-HDCx7, INC.* Repeat 

8x SS to join, CH2. 

17. B-HDCx2, A-HDC, B-HDCx9, INC, A-HDC, *B-HDC x4 H-HDC, B-HDCx9, INC.* Repeat 

8* SS to join. 

18. Suddenly we find ourselves with not a lot of room to start the next rounds using Colour B, 

so we will switch to Colour A.   

With Colour A, CH2 to start the round, into the A-HDC stitch from the previous round.  

Immediately switch to Colour B by feeding it into the Colour A chain stitch. 
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B-HDCx11, INC, A-HDC, B-HDCx3, A-HDC, *B-HDCx11, INC, A-HDC, B-HDCx3, A-

HDC.* Repeat 8x, but instead of the last A-HDC, use A to SS into the first stitch of the 

round.  CH2, switch to Colour B. 

19. *B-HDCx13, INC, A-HDC, B-HDCx2, A-HDC.* Repeat 9x, change to Colour A, SS to join. 

CH2, switch to Colour B. 

20. *B-HDCx15, INC, A-HDCx3.* Repeat 9x, but the very last repeat should only have 2x A-

HDC and the last stitch should be a SS to join. 

21. Start the round with Colour B, CH2, HDCx17, INC, A-HDCx2, *B-HDCx17, INC, A-

HDCx2.* Repeat 8x, SS to join, cut both colours and tie off. 

22. Attach Colour C anywhere. 

CH2, *INC, HDCx20.* Repeat 9x, but the last repeat should only by HDCx19, then SS to 

join.  SS into the third loop (or horizontal bar) at the back of the HDC stitch, CH2.  The 

next round will be in the third loop of the HDC to create a mock seam. 

 

 

 

23. HDCx219 (the last CH2 of the previous round counts as the first stitch) into the 3rd loop, 

SS to join, CH2. 

24. Back to normal HDC now, HDCx219, SS to join.  Cut and tie off yarn. 

25. Now we will start to create the triangles, using Colours A and D.  Join Colour A in a stitch 

directly above the points of one of the flowers.  CH2, immediately change to Colour D.  

D-HDCx21, *A-HDC, D-HDCx21.* Repeat 8x, SS to join, switch to A, CH2. 

26. To shape the triangles, we will increase with colour A and then immediately decrease 

with Colour D.  Otherwise we would end up with the triangles being rotated. 

A-INC, D-DEC, HDCx19, *A-HDC, INC, D-DEC, HDCx19.* Repeat 8x, SS to join, CH2. 
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27. A-HDCx2, INC, D-DEC, HDCx17, *A-HDCx3, INC, D-DEC, HDCx17.* Repeat 8x, SS to 

join, CH2. 

28. A-HDCx4, INC, D-DEC, HDCx15, *A-HDCx5, INC, D-DEC, HDCx15.* Repeat 8x, SS to 

join, CH2 

29. For rows 29-34, repeat the above increase and decrease pattern.  Colour A should 

increase by 2 stitches each triangle, while the Colour D triangles should decrease by 2. 

35. A-HDCx18, INC, D-DEC, *A-HDCx19, INC, D-DEC.* Repeat 8x SS to join, cut and tie off. 

36. Join Colour C anywhere, CH2, HDCx219, SS to join, CH2. 

37. HDCXx19, SS to join, cut and tie off yarn. 

38. Join Colour B anywhere, CH2, HDCx219, SS to join, CH2. 

39. HDCXx19, SS to join, cut and tie off yarn. 

40. Join Colour E anywhere, CH2, HDCx219, SS to join, cut and tie off yarn. 

41. Join Colour D anywhere, CH2, HDCx219, SS to join, cut and tie off yarn. 

Join Colour A, CH2, HDCx219, SS to join. .  SS into the third loop (or horizontal bar) at 

the back of the HDC stitch, CH2.  The next round will be in the third loop of the HDC to 

create the second mock seam.  We will also shaping the cover so it will fit firmly over the 

top of the stool, so there will be decreases. 

42. *DEC, HDCx21.* Repeat 9x, but the last repeat should only be 20 stitches, SS to join, 

CH2. 
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43. *DEC, HDCx21.* Repeat 9x, but the last repeat should only be 19 stitches, SS to join, tie 

off.  When cutting, leave a tail that is about a metre long. 

 

 
 

To fit the cover to the stool, first thread the long tail through the stitches of the final row at 

intervals of about 5 stitches.  Don’t pull it tight yet though, first put the cover on the stool, 

then start pulling it tight.  Don’t just pull from the end; slowly work it tighter by moving 

around the stool from the starting point.  If you pull too hard you risk breaking the yarn.  

Once it’s tight, tie it off and tuck the ends in.  If you like you can sew it closed, but I want 

to be able to remove and wash the cover of mine. 

 

And you’re done! 

Copyright © 2015 by Nerissa Muijs 

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or 

by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the 

prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case noncommercial uses permitted by copyright 

law. For permission requests, write to the publisher at nerissa.muijs@gmail.com. 

It is permissible to sell items that made using this design (or any other MissNeriss designs), but it is 

forbidden to mass-produce items.  Please do credit (via backlink or a tagged image on Social Media) 

missneriss.com.  Without express permission from the publisher, it is not possible to assemble and sell 

kits from any MissNeriss design. 

If unclear on the rules surrounding copyright (although the rules do vary slightly country to country, but the 

general principle is the same), do read this Copyright Notice produced by the Intellectual Property Office 

of the UK. 

Thank you for your understanding, and happy crocheting! 
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